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Relays are among the most important electromechanical devices. They

have been in use for many years ami continue, in modern form, to be essen-

tial elements in modern Bell System and military applications, including

electronic switching systems.

The most important recent developments are miniaturization, sealed con-

tact relays using glass-enclosed contacts, and "remanent" type devices.

Ferreed and bipolar Jerreed coordinate arrays and individual units are

new and important switching elements. These devices make use of minia-

ture glass-enclosed contacts in combination with ''square loop" magnetic

material* such as ferrite or certain iron alloys. They are magnetic "latch-

ing" units and are operated or released by short pidses.

I. INTRODUCTION

An important article entitled "'Relays in the Bell System" was pub-

lished^ in tlie B.S.T.J. in 1924. This was a comprehensive article on

relays which were then in use in the Bell System, and it gave some in-

formation on typical applications. Since that time, a few articles have

appeared in the B.S.T.J. covering relays, particularly the article- in 1952

describing the general purpose wire spring relay. This is the most widely

used relay in Bell System etiuipment at the present time. In addition

there have been several comprehensive publications on the design of

relays^-* and several new forms of the wire spring relay, namely the

"two-in-one" relay^ and a magnetic latching fonii of this device. Minia-

ture wire spring relays have been and are being studied.

* In this paper, thi.s is a remanent material of suitable coercive force range,
generally intermediate between the common permanent magnets and the mate-
rials used for memory, auch as cores, thin films, etc.
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It is the purpose of this paper, in part, to bring together in one article

some of the newer relays of importance to the Bell System, including a

few which are experimental at this time. In this survey, the most im-

portant recent developments are miniaturization, sealed contact relays

using glass-enclosed contacts, and magnetic latching devices. Frequency

sensitive relays^ are included, as are ferreed^ and bipolar coordinate

arrays. Such arrays consist of individual units of miniature glass-enclosed

contacts (typically 2 or 4 at each crosspoint) in combination with a

suitable "square loop" magnetic material such as certain ferrites or

certain iron alloys wliich have controllable magnetic remanence. These

devices are magnetic latching devices and can be operated or released

by pulses as short as 5 microseconds. Arrays of this type are important

units in Bell System electronic switching systems such as No. I ESS.^

Relays arc made in larger quantities by the Bell System than ever

before, and also more relays are made by nwre manufacturei-s outside

the Bell System than ever before. The increasing use of relays is of

interest in view of the rapid development of solid-state switching devices

and systtnns and their higher switchuig speeds. In general, solid-state

devices operate in microseconds or better compared with milliseconds or

longer for electromechanical devices. The reasons^ for the continued use

and expansion of the uses of relay type switching devices are: (i) relays,

with their large ratio of open to closed contact unpedance, often result

in equipment designs which are simple and inexpensive yet fast enough

to make unimportant any increase in switching speed; (m) relays can be

used singly and in small numbers without the associated common con-

trol equipment often required to take full advantage of the sensational

speeds of solid-state switching devices; (m) the rapid expansion of

switching of all kinds requires more of many types of switching equip-

ment, including both solid-state and electromechanical types; and (iv)

relays and solid-state devices are developing a compatibility, and in

fact combinations of both have been developed, notably the ferreed.

Compatibility has accelerated the miniaturization of new relay designs

because they are often used together. Relay size reductions of ^ or more

in volume have been achieved.

Reliability is also becoming increasingly important, and lower failure

rates are often required under more severe operating conditions. In

military applications, this relates particularly to vibration, shock,

temperature and humidity. Miniature relays often perform better under

vibration and shock conditions than larger types because of the lower

inertia of the moving parts and the higher natural frequencies of their

smaller parts.
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II. MINIATURK SI';ALI':D t'ONTAC'l'S AND RELAYS USING THESE

There arc two general classes of sealed contacts of the glass enclosed

type. These are the dry reed^" type and the mercury-wetted" type.

Relays using the larger form of dry reed sealed contacts have been
described in previous papers.^" Two new miniature dry reed sealed con-

tacts are shown in Fig. 1, and for comparison the larger 224A type,'"

which has been in Bell System applications for a number of years,

particularly in the digit register package in the No. 5 crossbar system.

All of these sealed contacts, shown in Fig. 1, consist of two magnetic
reeds sealed in a glass tul)e. Dry reed sealed contacts are free from ex-

ternal influences such as dust, corrosive atmospheres, and ambient
pressm-es, and are relatively free of temperature effects. They do require

a high degi-ee of care and contml during manufacture if maximum per-

formance and unifoi-mity ai-e needed. In geneml, tlie mating contact

surfaces are plated with gold, silver, rhodium, etc., or combinations of

these, sometimes diffused under a controlled atmosphere. These opera-

tions aie necessary in order to achieve a low and stable contact resistance

and to avoid sticking, winch may be the case with certain soft precious

metals. The 237A (or G29) was the fii-st of the miniature dry reed

sealed contacts to be appHcd in systems applications. As described in

Ref. 10, it is essentially a scaled-down (1 to 3) version of the larger

224A sealed contact.

?»^rSE •e*

1

r

Fig. 1 — Dry reed sealed contacts: top, miniature type 237A CG-29); center,
miniature type 237B; lower, standard type 224A.
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The 237B miniature dry reed sealed contact was developed specifically

for tlie crosspoint contacts of the switching network in electronic

switching systems, although it is now also applied in certain relays in

such systems and is suitable for general applications. The new require-

ments for the crosspoint application are: (t) higher breakdown volt-

age—of the order of 880 volts, (m) closer operate and release values,

and (m) contact resistance of less than 0.2 ohm during 1,000,000 opera-

tions. These new and more severe requirements made it necessary (i) to

pressurize the sealed contacts, (ii) to control tolerances more closely,

and (in) to improve the contact life by combinational plating of gold and

silver. In addition, the reeds of the 237B design have been simplified

by eliminating the "hinge" sections at a slight sacrifice in size. The in-

crease is from the 237A length of 0.875 inch to 1.00 inch.

Operation of such contacts is by the application of a magnetic field,

and several different methods are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the

operation by passing the current through a winding surrounding the

sealed contact. Fig. 2(b) shows one elementary form of ferreed where

the operation results from pulse operation and magnetizing a "square

loop" ferrite element. In this case the sealed contact remains closed with-

out holding power because it is "magnetically latclied." Release is by a

pulse smaller in magnitude and of opposite polarity. Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)

show other ferreed structures.

Typical values for the operating characteristics of these sealed con-

tacts in air core coils are as shown in Table 1. These operate ampere-

turn values are minimum values in a simple air core test winding and,

in general, faster speeds are obtained by increasing the applied ampere-

turns. The minimum operate times as listed result, in general, by apply-

ing several times* the minimum operate ampere-turns.

Although sealed contacts can be operated by pulses of sufficient dura-

tion in the circuit shown in Fig. 2(a), the contact will remain closed

only during an interval approximately the time that the current flows

through the winding. Pulse operation of most interest is associated with

"magnetic latching." This can be done by using a magnetic bias either

by a suitable remanent member— as shown in Fig. 2(b)— or by a

biasing winding. The operating time of such devices can be of the order

of that obtained with nonnal neutral operation of sealed contacts.

Ho^vever, the ferreed type of operation can result ui "effective" operat-

ing times very much faster and in the microsecond region.

There is another form of magnetic latching of sealed contacts which

uses remanent reeds for the elements of the sealed contact. In this case,

* Operate time is a function of appKed power (EI).



(a) SEALED
' CONTACT

CURRENT THROUGH A WINDING

(b)

ELEMENTARY SINGLE BRANCH
FERREED OPERATION

tc)

^

PARALLEL FERREED

^
—-*- OPERATE—> RELEASE

Cd)

SERIES FERREED

Fig, 2 — Operation of dry reed sealed contacts: (a) current through a winding,

(b) elcnientiiry single-branch ferreed operation, (c) parallel ferreed, (d) series

ferreed,
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Table I— Typical Operating Characteristics

Sealed Contact
Operate

(Ampere-Turns)
Release

(Ampere-Turns)
Approximate

Minimum Operate Time

224 A
237A (G29)
237B

90 ± 12

34 ± 12

30.5 ± 5.5

34 ± 8

18 ± 8

15 ± 4

(milliseconds)

about 1.0
" 0.6
" 0.6

discussed in Refs. 7 and 12, the contacts are also locked by residual

magnetism. As is the case with series or parallel ferreeds using non-

remanent reed contacts, remanent reed sealed contacts may be operated

by pulses shorter than the time of contact closure, but they may also be

operated with longer pulses of lower power because the operation is

dependent essentially on the input pulse energy. The advantage of

remanent reeds is chiefly in the lower energy levels when they are used

as crosspoints in a switching network, although these energy levels are

somewhat higher than required to operate soft reeds in permanent

magnet latching relays of this type. In comparing remanent reed sealed

contacts and remanent sleeve crosspoints, the minimum energy in

microwatt seconds, Elt* for operate and release, is important. Estimates

are shown in Table II.

The energy relations also show how it is possible, in a given ferreed

or remanent reed device, to trade time for the magnitude of the pulse

current. For example, a 5-microsecond operate time would require a

pulse of about 10 times the current value of that required to operate

the same device (with a different winding) in 50 microseconds, etc.

Conventional type relays using the miniature 237A and 237B sealed

contacts are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows the 237A (G-29) sealed

contact in a 2-make relay (GA 53702) as used in certain missile systems.

Fig. 3(b) shows the 311A relay, which is a 3-make switching system

relay using the 237B sealed contact. These relays are operated, under

nominal conditions, at about 0.2 watt and 0.32 watt, respectively. Other

designs with break contacts or transfer contacts have been made of

similar size. Such relays make use of permanent magnets to bias the

break contacts closed in the unenergized condition. By energizing the

coil, these contacts are caused to open. Break and transfer contacts of

this type have been made using the larger 224A sealed contact and have

been described in a previous article. ^^ There are limitations relating to

* E = applied steady-state voltage in volts

/ = peak current in amperes
( = time in seconds
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Table II

—

Input Requirements for Operate and Release

FOR Two Sealed Contacts per Crosspoint

Operation Release

-V/o £/'mLn A'/R Elttain

Remanent reed contact
Remanent sleeve crosspoint

32
100

94
1900

36
70

80
900

reoperation at high currents through the coil and also to variations with

operating current of the break and make sequence in such transfer con-

tacts. In particular, break-before-make contacts cannot always be

assured under all operating conditions. For this reason several fonns of

3-clement transfer sealed contacts have been studied to provide hreak-

bcforc-make action under all conditions. One such experimental dry

reed transfer^* sealed contact is shown in Fig. 4(a). In this particular

fomi, all 3 reeds are made of magnetic material. Fig. 4(b) shows the

design relations required for good operation and a sketch of the device.

Other dry reed transfer sealed contact forms are also under consideration.

III. ferreeds and bistable devices using miniature sealed con-

tacts

Ferreeds were first described in an article^ in the B.S.T.J, in 1960.

Figs. 5 to 7 show several ferreed units. Fig. o(a) shows one of the origi-

"T

Fig. 3 — Relays using miniature sealed contacts: (a) 2 make contact missile

relay GA 53702, (b) 3 make contact relay type 311A.
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Fig. 4 — Miniature dry reed transfer sealed contact: (a) model G-54, (b) op-
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(a)

tf'"l'nrn,

MAGNETIC

^FERRITE

MAGNETIC REED
SWITCHES

Fig. 5 — Ferreed designs: (a,) photograph of 3960 design, (b) drawing of 1960
design.



VERTICAL TIP AND RING
MULTIPLE ON PWH
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-SEALED CONTACT
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Fig. 6 — Ferreed designs (cont.) t (a) crosapoint design with Remendur sleeve,

(b) flux patterns with Remendur sleeve.
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237B SEALED
CONTACT ASSEMBLY

2 PER MOLDED ASSEMBLY

IB-TURN COIL

HORIZONTAL
STRAPS

MOLDED CONTACT
— ASSEMBLY

REMENOUR
- PLATES

-—39-TURN COIL

--SHUNT PLATE

COIL FORM--_

Fig. 7 — Ferreed designs (cont.): crosspoint design with Remendur plates.

nal parallel type ferreeds descriljed in. the 1960 article. P"'ig. 5(b) is a

drawing of the same device. Fig. 6(a) shows another later series ferreed

in which a sleeve of a "square loop" material (Remendur*) of the iron

alloy type is used. Fig. 6(b) sliows the flux patterns for tlie ferreed

.shown in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 7 sliows a crosspoint using Remendur plates.

An important characteristic of all of the ferreeds shown in Figs. 5 to 7

is the balanced magnetic release arrangement that eliminates marginal

rc(|uirements on the release current.

In all cases one remanent member remains magnetized (half the

remanent member in tlie series ferreed) while the field in tlie other

member (or half member) is reversed in changing states. The field

Remendur is an alloy of vanadiuRi-iron-cobah.
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energy* which must be supplied to the operating coils to reverse mag-

netization is of the order of 3 to 5 times the remanent field energy of the

remanent member and of the order of 10 or more on a pulse energy basis.

There should be uo inherent difference in the performance of the

parallel and series type ferreeds except (a) due to the energy reciuire-

ment and (b) due to the dynamic characteristics in the sleeve or plat«

series ferreed where the flux through the reeds is necessarily reversed

during each pulse. In this case the field due to the operating winding is

in the opposite direction to the field supplied by the remanent members

when the winding is not energized. The energy requirement mentioned

in (a) can he less for the parallel type due to somewhat smaller air

return reluctance, but on the other hand, the sleeve or plate series type

provides better magnetic coupling.

The ferreeds having operate times down to about 5 microseconds use

"square loop" ferrite magnetic materials. Somewhat simpler, less ex-

pensive and less temperature-sensitive forms of ferreeds use iron alloy

metaUic remanent materials in sleeve, plate, etc., form at some sacrifice

in speed. However, speeds of about 50 microseconds or less arc quite

feasible. In any of these ferreeds, the magnetic material is set to the

magnetized condition in microseconds. As a result of this, the sealed con-

tacts close about 0.2 to 0.5 millisecond later. For almost all practical

circuit conditions, this can be taken as operation in microseconds be-

cause circuit elements of this type are not usually required to release

imtil other circuit operations are completed. Typical important Jerrite

characteristics for ferreed operation are coercive force, He , of 30-35

oersteds at maximum field, H, of 1000 and saturation flux density, B,

of 4500 gauss, with corresponding rcmanence Br about 2800. Typical

magnetic characteristics of an iron aUoy (Remendur) used with ferreeds

are: H<,, 37-42 oersteds at maximum field, H, 100 and saturation flux

density of 21,000 gauss, with corresponding remanence ^r of 17,000.

3.1 Ferreed and Bistable Arrays

In switching networks for electronic switching systems,* arrays and

e(|uipment assemblies of individual ferreed units are needed, for ex-

ample 8 by 8, 1 by 8, etc. Those have been needed in 2-wire and 4-wire

forms. Accordingly, in the 8 by 8 array of the 4-wire type, 256 sealed

contacts are needed. In one form, such arrays use four flat plates of

* Tlie field energy is proportional to the product of the saturation flux for the
reeds and the magnetomotive force required to develop this flux. Better magnetic
coupling between the remanent members and the reeds will reduce the field energy
required.
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Remeiidur which are rolled in such a direction as to give the maximum
magnetic properties in the direction of the reed axes.

The operation of a ferrced array is somewhat similar to that of a

crossbar switch iu that a particular crosspoint is operated by the simul-

taneous operation of particular vertical and horizontal rows. A particu-

lar crosspoint is thereby operated and held in tliis condition without

holding power. The winding arrangements of the ferreed elements are

such that the other crosspoints remain unoperated. To release the cross-

point, in effect, reverse currents reset the magnetic material to the un-

magnetized conditiriu; lience the sealed contacts open. Fig. 8 shows an

8 by 8,2-wire array or switch.

Tiie ferreed sJiown in Figs. 6(a) or 7 is the basic crosspoint element of

the array shown in Fig. 8. This fomi contains 2 miniature dry reed sealed

contacts surrounded by a sleeve (flat plates are more recent) of remanent

magnetic matei-ial (Remendur). The magnetic shunt plate, positioned at

the midpoint of tlie sleeve, separates the sleeve or plates magnetically

into two independent halves. AVhen the two halves are magnetized

series-aiding, tlic flux return is through the reeds, causing the sealed

contacts to close. When they are magnetized in series-opposition, the

sealed contacts open.

Each end of each crosspoint has two windings. A winding on one end

is connected in series-opposition, with the winding of half the number
of turns on the other end, as shown in Fig. 6(a). When either of the two

sets of windings is energized, the two ends of the sleeve or plate are

poled oppositely and the sealed contacts are opened. When the two sets

of windings are energized simultaneously with equal currents, the two

ends are poled series-aiding and the sealed contacts close.

In a typical switch, 64 ferreed crosspoints are assembled together to

fonn an 8 by 8 switch. Internal to the switch, the windings of rows and

columns fonn a common multiple. To close a crosspoint, current is

passed in one column and out one row via a common multiple. The cross-

point at the intersection of the column and row then closes. At the same

time, current passes through one of the two windings of all other fer-

rends in the same row and column, causing any that are operated to

release. This is a differential mode of operation, called "destructive

mark"; it is characterized by tiie absence of specific network release

operations, i.e. "taking downi" connections. Coimections are "taken

down" as a direct result of, and at the same time as, coimections that

are set up.

Bipolar ferreeds are also needed in switching systems. Fig. 9 shows

the magnetic circuit of one fonn of an individual bipolar element. A
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-COVER PLATE

-WIREWRAP
TERMINALS

(a)

Cb)

Fig. 8 — 8 by 8, 2-wire ferreed switch: (a) complete switch, (b) switch with

cover removed-
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'^SEALED CONTACT
SWITCHES

Fig. — 2-contact bipolar ferreod.

combination of a "s<iuare loop" matorial is used together with a pemia-

ueiit magnet arranged as shown, in relation to the sealed contacts. In

this case more than one scaled contact may be used at each crosspoint.

The bipolar unit gives a cutoff relay action. Fig. 10 shows a 1 by 8 unit

of the 2-wire type. These open or close the reed contacts in response to

tiie polarity of the current through a single winding.

IV. MERCURY-WETTED SEALED CONTACTS AND RELAY'S

Fig. 11 shows a number of mercury-wetted sealed contacts of the

transfer contact type. The 226D type is one of the smallest and most

recent types. It is different from the others shown in that it is a break-

before-make contact. The break-before-make action is the result of

design changes, Fig. 11, of the pole-piece contact elements. Sealed con-

tacts with mercury-wetted contacts are important because they have

been shown to have the least contact chatter, often none, also have the

longest operating life of any relays yet designed, and can exceed one

billion operations,

The small size of the 22(iD mercury sealed contact can be packaged
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Fig. 10 — 1 by 8 assembly of 2-wire bipolar ferreeds.

in a small-size relay. However, two new relay designs using the new

mercury sealed contact, the 314A and the 315A, do not renuire size

reduction because they are ehiefly expected to replace larger Bell System

relays, namely the 255 and 280 types in certain applications where im-

proved perfoiTOance is needed.

The 314A is expected to replace tlie 255 type polar relay in telegraph

circuits and to reduce maintenance in these. Fig. 12 shows the 255 re-

lay and the new 314A relay. As can be seen, these are plug-in types and

are interchangeable.

The 315A shown in Fig. 13 is a plug-in type and is expected to replace

some of the codes of the 280 type polar relay, particularly those used in

the No. 5 crossbar syst-em, in order to improve pei-fonnanee and reduce

maintenance. This is important in that the 280 type relays used in the

No. 5 crossbar system show the highest relay trouble rate in tenns of

troubles per 1000 relays per year. However, 280 type relays are used in

smaller numbers, in such systems, to perform special and exacting func-

tions.

All of the mercury sealed contacts discussed, or used by the Bell

System up to the present time, are required to operate in a vertical

position within certain limits, usually ± 30 degrees. Military applica-

tions, particularly, would be served by an "all-position" mercury sealed

contact. Several forms of such contacts have been built and studied.

Most of these have been judged to be rather complicated and relatively
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expensive to control and manufacture. A more recent and simpler ex-

perimental design is slwwn in Fig. 14. Basically, this is a modification of

the 226D sealed contact shown in Fig. 11 but modified in two ways:

(z) excess mercury is removed during manufacture, including the usual

pool of mercury, and (n) armature changes have been made to improve

the contact performance under shock and vibration conditions. By re-

ducing the amount of available mercury for replenishment at the contact

surface, the life of the sealed contact is reduced, but several million op-

Fig. 11 — Mercury-wetted sealed contacts: left, 218 type; left center, 222 type
niake-before-break contact; right center, 22t)B type make-before-break contact;
right, 226D type break-before-make contact.
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Fig. 12 — Telegraph relays: left, standard 255 type; right, new 314A type us-

ing 226D sealed contact.

erations are possible. For many applications this is adequate. This relay

is described in detail in an article^^ in the Bell Laboratories Record.

V. MINIATURE ARMATURE TYPE RELAYS

6.1 Rotary Armature Relays

A miniature relay of this type was described in a paper'« in 1959.

Fig. 15(a) is a photograph of this relay and Fig. 15(b) is a drawing of its
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Pig. 13 — Polar relays: right, Ktandard 280 type; left, new 315A type using
226D sealed contact.

Fig. 14 — Experimental "all position" mercury-wetted sealed contact model
1-116.
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Fig. 15 — Miniature rotary armature relay: (a) photograph of GS 57668 relay,

(b) drawing showing relay construction.
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major elements. It has been in manufacture for military applications as

the GS 57()(i8 relay. It is of the "crystal can" size and has a rotary

amiature operating two transfer contacts symmetrically arranged. As
compared witii similar relays it has the following advantages: (z) im-

proved contact reliability, particularly in dry circuits, by the use of

twin precious metal contacts in a separate sealed contact chamber free

of all organic materials; this eliminates the so-called "brown powder"
problem ui which organic polymers are fonned with resulting high-re-

sistance contacts; (ii) eluninatinn of bearing friction and the associated

erratic perfonnance; this is accrmiplished by using a reed type spring

anuature suspension; and (in) a magnetic design of improved sensi-

tivity with corresponding reduced effect due to stray magnetic fields.

5.2 Telstar Satellite Type Relays^''

Fig. 16 shows a relay similar to the "crystal can" relay shown in Fig.

15 except that it operates or releases on pulses. It uses magnetic latch-

mg so that no holding power is required. This relay is used in the Bell

System Telstar satellites; in fact nine each are used in Telstar I and
Telstar II. Fig. 10(a) is a photograph of the relay, and Fig. 16(b) is a

drawing of tlie cliief features. It is characterized by the dual armatures

in which the two annatures arc connected together by a small pennaneiit

magnet. I'ig. J 6(c) shows the control circuit in Telstar I using the relay.

5.3 MA and MB Miniature Relays^^

A new series of relays known as MA and MB types has recently

been developed, primarily to save space for equipment installed on the

premises of Bell System customers. Manufacture of these was started at

the Western Electric Co. plant at Kearny, N. J., in 1962. Fig. 17 shows

the MA and MB relays. The MA relay has a maximum contact capacity

of 4 transfer contacts and the MB, which uses some of the same piece

parts, has a maximum contact capacity of 6 transfer contacts.

These relays have most of the basic features of the standard wire

spring relay (Rcf. 2), namely: (i) code card operation to provide a simple

nieans for a wide variety of contact combinations; (ii) low stiffness,

pretensioned springs; (m) coplanar spring groups to simplify welding

and handling and to standardize assembly in manufacture; (iv) contact

materials and contact forces identical with the standard wire spring

relay; (v) essential elimination of locked contacts because of the card

operation; (vi) twin precious metal contacts; etc. The basic contact

springs are shown in Fig. 18 before and after shearing the ends of the
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Fig. 18 — Contact springs for MB type relay.

contact spring groups. Typical contact and winding information and

operating currents are given in Table III. As is the case for the standard

general purpose wire spring relay, a few code cards are sufficient for a

large number of contact combinations.

The MA and MB relays do not have the sensitivity* or the contact

capacity of the wire sprhig relays, but they are much smaller, i.e., about

^ the vohuiie, and they are suitable for mouiiting on printed circuit

boards. One such typical plug-in printed circuit package is shown in

Figs. 19(a) and 19(b). The same principles used in the MA and MB
relays can also be used in crossbar switch designs to reduce the size and

weight to about 15 per cent of the present types.

* Ampere-turn sensitivity of the 6 transfer MB relay is about 185, compared

with 160 for tlie AF wire spring relay and 220 for the AK (5 transfer) relay. How-
ever, because of the larger coil on wire spring relays, the relative power sensitivi-

ties for 6 transfer relays are about: 0.45 watt for the MB, 0.18 for the AF, 0.14 for

the AJ, and 0.55 for the AK relay.
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Table III— Some Typical MA and MB Relay Code
Infokmation

Code 1 Springs Winding Resistiince operate Current

(olims) (amperes)

MAI 4 transfers 915 O.Olfj

MA 3
2 makes \

2 breaks/
590 0.013

MA 4
3 transfers 1

1 continuity;
915 O.OK)

MA 7
3 makes \

1 transfer/
2100 0.0078

MA 11
2 transfers \

2 continuities/
590 0.021

MB 1 6 transfers
2 transfers l

590 0.024

MB 3
1 continuity!
2 makes j

1 break j

915 0.018

MB 4 6 makes
2 continuities]

915 0.016

MB 6 2 makes [

1 early tireak 1

915 0.0175

MB 7 i
3 transfers \ 590 0.024
3 continuities/

VI. FKEQUENCY sensitive relay—THE VIBRATING REED SELECTOR

Another miniatui'e device, shown in Fig. 20, is a frequency sensitive

relay called the 215 type tuned reed selector.^ Fig. 21 shows a drawing of

the basic operating principles. Tho selector shown in Fig. 20 has l)een in

manufacture at tlie Western Elcctiic Co. in North Carolina, starting in

U)02, primarily for the Bell System hkllboy' radio paging service,^* The
selector in basically a highly pj-ecisc and stable miniature tuning fork

associated with a lightweight (contact. It is smaller and more stable,

and is an improved design for manufacture compared with an earlier

similar device known as the type 212 selector.-" These de^es are very

sensitive, respoTisive <mly to sustained frequencies of the order of 0.5

second, and insensitive to noise interference. Fig, 22 shows the data over

a wide temperature I'ange for two of these devices, operating at nominal

fr(M]uencies of 517.5 and 997.5 cycles per second and at corresponding

bandwidths of about 1.1 and 1.8 cycles per second. Sufficient stability

lias been achieved so that, for tiie bellboy' service, 33 different fre-

fiuencies spaced 15 cycles apart are provided in less than one octave

liotween 517.5 and 997.5 cycles. By using three different frequencies at

a time, more tiian 5000 combinations are possible for selective j-inging

of a particular customer.
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-.:^

Ca)

Fig. 19 — Plug-in printed wiring board with MB type relays: (a) apparatus

side, (b) wiring side.

Stability of materials and design have been measured, and these

show the total frequency change from -40°C to +80°C to be less than

0.5 cycle and the bandwidth change to be less than 0.2 cycle. At operat-

ing power levels of 100 microwatts, the intermittent contact will close

to a low-resistance level over 20 per cent or more of the cycle time. An

important factor in this has been the use of a nickel-iron-molybdenum

alloy^' (Vibralloy). This material has controlled elastic and magnetic

properties.
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Fig. 20 — Tuned reed selector (bellboy) — 215 type.

Tlie liglitwpigiit, contact is essential so that the selector frequency is

tiuchaiiged when the intennitt«nt contact is made. The contacts are

rhodium against platinum rhodium. Clearly, contact Hfe is important

and circuits are used typically to change the potential on an electron

tube or transistor to trigger a switching or signaling function without

exceeding a contact current of a few milliamperes. In the bellboy appli-

cation a transistor oscillator is triggered to give an audible signal.

However, the short contact closures occurring at a rate of hundreds per

second may therefore control pulses tliat have an integrated or average

power that is a substantial fraction of a watt. For example, only small
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Fig. 21 — Tuned reed selector schematic.
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Fig, 23 — Direct operation of mercury-wetted relay from low-level frequency
frequency signjils via tuned reed selectors.

('han}ros in fi'(M]iuMu\v <>i' sensitivity were measured over a test period of

1500 hours Iti a 12-volt (circuit with a 240-ohm resistor givmg a closing

current of 50 null ianipe res. Tiie power capacity of the contacts can, in

fact, be used to operate relays or other devices directly: for example,

niercury sealed contact relays with large contact current capacity. One
such circuit is sliown in Fig. 23. In this circuit the selector contact is

used as a synclironous rectifying means to generate dc from the same

ac source that operates the selector. ^^Tien the input frequency corre-

sponds to that of the selector, the contact closes in synchronism once

each cycle to send unidirectional pulses to the capacitor and relay in

parallel. The capacitor serves to smooth the pulses so that the relay

winding has nearly a constant current in it. Combination circuits using

reed selectors and mercury-wetted contact relays provide a simple

means of selectively controlling substantial powers to perfonii a mul-

tiplicity of functions over a single pair of wires.

VII. REMARKS

In the telecommunications field, rapid advances are being made in

many new areas of technology. De^es and systems based on these will

naturally be compared and evaluated for Bell System applications with

older devices and systems. In such comparisons, care is needed to do
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this, not only with devices at hand but with the possibiUties that pres-

ently exist on the basis of general advances made in the older fields.

One of the older and important areas is that of electromechanical devices

such as the relays discussed in this article. Decisions can then be made

and devices chosen, not on the basis of technology, but on the basis of

the best performance, cost, and over-all systems requirements. Relays,

in modern form, sometimes in miniature form, can be expected to be

important devices in the future as they have been in the past.
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